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Hone~ I Shrunk the Franchise!
Detroit Edison's suit to halt the Michigan Commission's
limited retail wheeling experiment could result in two

ironies: (1) Edisonmay still berequiredto wheelpowerto
retail customers, but at rates less likely to befully
compensatory, and (2) its generation will be more devalued
than it would have been without the suit.
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Commission announced its plans
to have a comprehensive retail
wheeling program by 2002,1
Michigan declared its intention to
implement an experimental fiveyear retail wheeling plan2 which
addressed 60 MW of Consumers
Power Co.'s load and 90 MW of
Detroit Edison's. In Associationof
Businesses
AdvocatingTariffEquity
v. DetroitEdison,Jthe Michigan
Public Service Commission asserted explicitly that it possessed
jurisdiction to order retail wheeling. Detroit Edison challenged the
Michigan Commission's action by
filing suit in the local U.S. District

commission is "federally preempted"4 from mandating retail transmission service by the Energy Poliey Act of 1992.5Michigan's
Attorney General then filed a motion to dismiss the suit on various
grounds, including ripeness and
abstention, while appeals of the
Commission's decision proceed.
The purpose of this article is to
examine a very likely scenario if
Detroit Edison succeeds in its suit.
Ignoring the legal merits of the
suit, what are the logical consequences of federal preemption?
Based on the current state of the
la\v, plus likely actions of state
and federal regulators and market
participants, I believe the follow-
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ing scenario is a likely result of a
holding for Edison.
State Regulatory Background
For decades, state utility regulators have exercised jurisdiction
over retail transmission facilities
and services, defacto and dejure,
by including their costs in retail
rate-base proceedings. Detroit
Edison, like all other investorowned utilities in the U.S., accepted state jurisdiction over retail transmission by allowing
inclusion of these transmission facilities in its retail rate base and
seeking recovery of all transmission-related expenses in its overall
revenue requirements. Now, however, it is clear that Detroit Edison
believes that Michigan's choice to
bundle transmission costs with
other utility costs6 for the purpose
of establishing retail rates is the
basis for the commission's jurisdiction-that the decision to bundle or unbundle retail rates is not
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merely a policy determination by
the state, to which jurisdiction is a
precondition. Thus the Michigan
Commission's past policy of allowing utilities to bundle utility
assets in rates did not created jurisdiction where none existed.
That view would come as a sur-
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prise to the Michigan Public Service Commission, which believes
that bundling or unbundling rates
is merely the exercise of policy
making pursuant to jurisdiction
that it already possessed.
However, most importantly
from the commission's perspective, without that jurisdiction Detroit Edison and other Michigan
utilities may not lawfully include

the costs of transmission service
in utility retail rates. Thus a federal court decision that the MichiganCo~ronmdGauthority
over the provision of retail transmission services would necessitate the removalof Detroit
Edison's transmission costs from
its retail rates: The commission
would mck jurisdiction to deal
with them in the first place.
he dispute over transmission jurisdiction is complicated by two very different perspectives over the source of state
jurisdiction. State commissions
see their jurisdiction as flowing
from the asset itself, the prudence
and valuation of which was ana-
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lyzed by the state regulatory
agency and then included in retail
rate base. Those who argue for
preemption often see jurisdiction
as being service based rather than
asset based. State jurisdiction, Detroit Edison will presumably argue, exists only as long as the
service regulated is fully bundled
and the service is provided to an
end user on a single deliveredprice basis. State regulators will,
of course, argue that the decision
to bundle or not bundle is a policy call which can only be made if
the agency has jurisdiction in the
first place.
But the question of whether jurisdiction follows bundling or
whether bundling follows jurisdiction is largely irrelevant to the
scenario mid out in this article. In
the event the court were to find

The Michigan Commission's past policy
of allowing utilities to
bundle utility assets
in rates did not created
jurisdiction'luhere
none existed.

that jurisdiction was asset based,
but that the asset was FERC jurisdictional, the likely results are as
laid out below. In the event that
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transmission costs from retail
rates.

the court were to find that the jurisdiction is service based, and
that unbundling handed jurisdiction over to the FERC, the Michigan Commission could well
choose to unbundle rates anyway,
the result of which would be precisely the same as if the court
found the jurisdiction to be asset
based. A state could, of course,
make such a policy detennination
with or without jurisdiction over
any transmission. Even without
exercising any jurisdiction over
the wires, the state may in fact detennine from whom an end user
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Nothing in the
Federal POlverAct
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preempts state
jurisdiction over
retail sales of
electricity.
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li'ansmission Cost Recovery
Issues
In order to remedy this loss,
which might amount to more
than 10 percent of its rate base, Detroit Edison would likely seek to
establish a retail transmission tariff with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. FERCwould
possess exclusive jurisdictional
authority over transmission services as a result of the assumed
U.S. District Court decision. Establishment of such a tariff at FERC
would be all but certain to result

can purchase power. Nothing in
the Federal Power Act preempts
state jurisdiction over retail sales
of electricity. In short, regardless
of the basis for detennining jurisdiction, Detroit Edison would be
compelled to go to the FERC to
obtain a retail transmission tariff

in contentious and complicated
litigation lasting for quite some
time,9though in the end FERC
would likely approve a transmission tariff for the company. This
assumes, of course, that even
though FERC could not order retail wheeling, it couldapprove a
tariff for the needed transmission

unless it determined to forgo its
transmission requirements.
f either of these situations

I

service, a power which FERC itself opined that it possessed in its

proves to be the case, then
every inclusion of transmission facilities in rate base throughout the
U.S., at least since the passage of
the Federal Power Act,7was
either ultravires8-and, therefore

1994 Ktznsas City Pawer & Light de-

cision.1oIn that case FERC upheld
a voluntary tariff barring retail
wheeling, but went on to say that
just as it has the power to do that,
it also possessed jurisdiction to approve a tariff allowing retail
wheeling. If this proves incorrect,
then Detroit Edison faces the

null and void-or is subject to
automatic disallowance from rate
~

base should a state opt for retail
wheeling.
If state jurisdiction were found
lacking then it is likely that at
least some retail consumers will

equivalent of trapped costs, a fate
to which it would have committed itself.

demand refunds to compensate
them for the implied overcharges.
Setting aside the question of refunds, however, the immediate result of a finding of federal preemption would be the removal of

It is important to note that this
jurisdictional scenario is far more
like hop-scotch betweo..n t.~e state

and federal agenciesthan it is a
simple case of preemption.Both
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non-utility generators operating
in Michigan and generators

owned by Michiganutilitiesother .
than Detroit Edison, which had
theretofore sold power into the
wholesale market, now may
choose to sell to an end user
within Detroit Edison's service territory. Such a transaction would
now fall within the Michigan
Commission's exclusive authority
because the transaction, as a retail
sale, would not be a sale for resale-a criterion on which FERC
service jurisdiction depends.
he only jurisdictional
authority which would be
altered if the District Court decides in favor of Detroit Edison is

T
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the jurisdiction over the actual
transmission wires which would
now fall under FERC's exclusive
jurisdiction. The Michigan Commission would retain jurisdiction
over even an intersta te generator's sale to an end-user because
this transaction would be a retail
sale and would remain under

_..

state jurisdiction. FERC's jurisdiction over the transmission would
alter nothing in the transaction between a generator and an enduser. This remains a retail sale
within jurisdiction of the Michigan Commission.
Significantly, the retail transmission tariffs filed at the FERC under the Federal Power Act cannot

I
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be discriminatory. Once a tariff is
approved-and there is nothing
in the Federal Power Act to preclude approval-Detroit Edison is
barred from discriminating
against end-users which may seek
to buy generation from power
generators other than Edison.ll If

the companytries to condition accessto its monopolycontrolof
transmissionupon the purchase
of generationonly fromitself,it
would be likelyto run afoul of the
non-discriminationrequirements
of the FederalPower Actand the
antitrust lawson "tying arrangements."12
Consequences of the Edison Suit
The irony of this hypothetical
scenario-one that Edison seeks
to make real-is to make it more
likely that retail wheeling will occur, and occur sooner, as a result
of the company's successful prosecution of the case, since the buyer
and seller need simply invoke the
FERC-approved retail transmission rate and seek approval for
the power sale rate from the
Michigan Commission.
Some could well raise the argument that the FERC lacks jurisdiction to approve a retail transmission tariff, although nothing in the
Act appears to preclude the commission from doing so. While the
Energy Policy Act of 1992prohibits the commission from ordering
retail wheeling, nothing suggests
that it cannot approve a retail
transmission service tariff "volun-

one that Edison seeks

to make real-is that
retail1.vheeling 1.vill
occur, and occur sooner.

tarily" filed by a utility. One
would suspect that Edison would
be loath to raise the argument that
the FERC somehow lacked jurisdiction to approve such a tariff,
given that such a holding would
inevitably result in transmission
costs being trapped in a jurisdiction hole it would have dug on its
own.
Another significant and highly
ironic outcome of an Edison legal
75
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The irony of this
hypothetical scenario-
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victory would be a boost for generators which seek to sell electricity directly to end users in
Edison's franchise territory. With
a FERC-approved wheeling rate
in place, they could then compete
against Detroit Edison's own highcost generators. That competition
would inevitably lead to calls for
removing Edison's high-cost generating units from rate base. It
would also cause severe financial
strain on the ability and desirability of Detroit Edison to continue
to operate as a vertically integrated utility.
At a minimum, Edison would

The result which
Detroit Edison fears
the most would almost
inevitably become the
result of successful
prosecution of its
federal suit.
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be compelled to sell its generation
at market prices well below book
value. The result which Detroit
Edison fears the most-being
stuck with stranded assets by virtue of competitive market forces,
forcing the devaluation of its highcost nuclear generation from book
to market value-would almost
inevitably become the result of
successful prosecution of its federal suit, and it would become re-

ality far more quickly and completely than the Michigan Commission's original order would
have permitted.
f these ironies were not

I

enough, for better or for
worse, the traditional method
used by state regulators to price
retail transmission services-the
inclusion of transmission assets in
the retail rate base-has had the
effect of guaranteeingDetroit
Edison's full recovery of its investment in transmission assets, a
guarantee FERC has never provided. If FERC continues to employ average embedded-cost pricing of transmission services,
Detroit Edison might run a
greater risk of under-recovery on
its transmission investment because under the current regime
the Michigan Commission guarantees 100 percent recovery of
sunk cost for transmission.
In summary, a successful prosecution of the federal suit by Detroit Edison is very likely to result
in two delicious ironies: (1)De-
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With tIreresults of tIresuit clear, Edison slzarelwlders
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troit Edison will stillbe required
to wheel power to retailcustomers, but this would now be at
transmission rates lesslikelyto be
fully compensatory,and (2)Detroit Edison's high-<:ostgeneration will be more quicklyand certainly devalued frombook to
market value than would be the
case if the MichiganCommission
order were not challenged.
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ne further irony worth noting-indeed a critical legal
point on the merits of the case-is
that the franchise upon which Detroit Edison relies for maintaining
itself as an integrated monopoly
is a creation of state, not federal,
law. Yet Detroit Edison is trying to
enforce this same franchise by
seeking federal preemption under
the Federal Power Act, a use of
the 1935 act its authors-who believed they were merely filling in
jurisdictional gaps created by the
inherent limits on the reach of
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state regulation-would have
found quite curious.
Although I believe this analysis
is essentially correct, if elements
of it are shown by subsequent adjudicatory decisions to be flawed,
it is extraordinary that any company would be willing to bet virtually its very existence on the outcome of a case where a triumph
could give new meaning to the
term "Pyrrhic victory."
Perhaps the next time Detroit
Edison files a suit it should ask its
lawyers an important question:
"What happens if we win?" Otherwise, senior management will
have to go home at night and announce to their spouses: "Honey, I
shrunk the franchise!" .

Endnotes:

1. Order Instituting Rulemaking on
the Conunission's Proposed Policies
Governing Restructuring California's
Electric Services Industry and Reforming Regulation, Case No. R.94-04-031,
1.94-04-032(Cal. Pub. Uti!. Commission, April 20, 1994).
2. By this I mean the offering of unbundled transmission service needed for a
direct sale to an end user.
3. Association of Businesses Advocating
Tariff Equity v. The Detroit Edison Co.,
Case No. U-10143 and U-10176 (Mich.
Pub. Service Comm'n, April 11, 1994).
4. "This Constitution and the Laws of
the United States which shall be made
in pursuance thereof ... under the
authority of the United States ... shall
be made the Supreme Law of the
Land." U.S. Const., art. IV, cl. 3.
5. Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2776
(1992).
6. Including, but not limited to, the cost
of generation and distribution facilities.
7.16 U.S.c. 791a-825u.

8. I.e., "an act performed without any
authority to act on the subject,"
Black's Law Dictionary (6th ed.).
9. The complexity would result from
the fact that the FERChas had no experience setting retail transmission
rates, or any rates at all, for facilities
whose residual revenue needs were
not assumed by state commissioners'
actions to include the entire facility in
retail rate base. There would also be
many first impression questions regarding equities, priorities, and other
terms and conditions.

Edison'shigh-cost
generation will be
more quickly and
certainly devalued
from bookto market
value than if the order
were not challenged.

10.67 FERC 61,183(1994).
11.Such a result is not prohibited by
the provision of the EPActof 1992 that
precludes FERCfrom ordering retail
wheeling, since FERCwould not be
mandating any transactions. It is
merely approving a tariff which parties can choose to invoke if they wish.
12. See,e.g.,Cajun Electric v. FERC,28
F.3d 173 (D.C.Cir., 1994).
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